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Data-driven control in

multi-institutional clinical trials



The Premise of my Talk

1. Clinical trials are scientific research where 

the more accurate the data, the clearer the 

true outcomes of the trial can be determined.

2. It is not acceptable to permit mediocre patient      

care. We should all strive to do better.

3. Radiation Oncology is based on the physical 

sciences and as such is quantifiable.



Single Institution vs. Multi-institution

The inclusion of trial data from many institutions increases 

variability in the delivery of a therapeutic radiation dose 

regardless of the protocol specifications.

1. contouring targets and healthy tissue 

2. different dose calculation algorithms

3. different delivery machines

4. human interpretation and errors, etc.

There’s a need for consistency that QA can bring.

Best example: RTOG 0617 std dose vs higher dose in the lung

single inst – higher dose better survival

multi institution – lower dose better survival



Quality in Radiation Oncology

• Radiation Oncology is versatile, complicated and 
important for many patients

• Intuitively, quality is very important

– deliver the correct dose to the correct place

• Achieving optimal quality can be challenging as 
complexity increases

• Yet in Radiation Oncology we can quantify the 
delivery and its quality



What do we hope to achieve with 

Quality Assurance and Peer Review?

• Improve the accuracy of dose delivery to the 

intended location

• Compliance with protocol specifications

• Ensure the best possible treatment for our patients

• Improve outcomes from clinical trials

• Avoid errors and enhance patient safety

• Learn from our mistakes



KBP in Clinical Trials

• 1 NCTN Trial includes KBP

– 176 cases have had KBP reports run

– 15% of case were required to re-optimize their 
plan. Of which :

– 3 were due to PTV or CT having unacceptable deviation

– 23 were due to the OAR receiving an unacceptable deviation

• 5 NCTN Trial utilize KBP reports retrospectively
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Summary

• Multi-institutional trials increases variability in 
the delivery of a therapeutic radiation dose 
regardless of the protocol specifications. 

• Continuous investigation into the use of KBP as 
a QA tool for NCTN clinical trials.



Thank You
Questions?


